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BUSY SUMMER SO FAR

Scott & Caitlin Andrews,
missionaries called by God
to engage and administer
Grace to the people of the
Czech Republic who have
dismissed Jesus Christ as
irrelevant to 21st-century life.

ENGLISH CAMP & LEt’sGO Project

“As soon as the grain is ripe, he puts the sickle to
it, because the harvest has come.”
[Mark iv:29]
The summer has indeed been busy, as we have larger
chunks of time free for helping with other ministries in the
Czech Republic. One of the most effective and powerful
types of ministry here is English Camps — you take a bunch
of Czechs who are learning age groups (often across all age
ranges and fluency levels) to a camp or mountain get-away
for a week of language practice, fun activities, relationship
building, and spiritual teaching. One of the church plants
here in Prague hosts an annual English Camp in the beautiful
Krkonoše mountains of Janské Lázně (a small spa town near
the Polish boarder), and this year we lent a hand: July 5-11
we led music and singing for the evening programs, taught
English classes for teenage students, and helped with the
spiritual program for the teens as well. God was moving,
and we are hopeful that much fruit will come from His
work there.
Then, this last week (July 13-18) we helped out with the
Let’sGO Project at another church plant; this is like a daycamp-style VBS that combines games, crafts, singing, skits,
light English teaching, spiritual teaching, and building a LEGO
city! Our specific jobs were running sound/PowerPoint,
taking photos/video, doing some light translation, and
enthusiastically engaging the kids and other workers. At the
end of the week, some 12 children came to talk with leaders about their decisions to follow Jesus Christ! Hallelujah!

For more information about this ministry, click on the Czech
Republic link under the Ministries tab at www.oakbend.org

PRAISES & REQUESTS






Join us in praising the Lord for the good reports we are
getting on all fronts: new confessions of faith, our own
progress in the language, and improving effectiveness in
many aspects of our lives & ministry!
July 26-August 1 we will be attending the TEAM AllEurope Conference in Birmingham, UK; please pray that
we would be filled with peace and joy, and that these
would overflow to the other missionaries we encounter
there.
It appears we will have the opportunity for a few days’
vacation in the next month or so, which has been strongly
recommended by the leadership here; we praise God for
the upcoming rest and restoration, and ask for prayer that
we would not only be refreshed ourselves but might also
have chances to refresh and encourage others.

Below left: Leading the music at English Camp
Below right: Scott helps Ondra Zikan judge LEGO creations

Many of you have been inquiring about our mailing address here in Prague, so here it is:
Soukenická 15
110 00 Praha 1
Česká republika

Please contact us before sending anything, as there may be some limitations or special instructions needed!
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MORE HOUSE GUESTS
OPPORTUNITIES TO HOST

As we have mentioned before, we are always prayerfully
seeking opportunities to use our apartment (which is quite
large, and in the historical center of Prague) to bless and
serve others. And this summer, we’ve seen those prayers
regularly answered! First we were able to host a young lady
who was in Prague on a “vision trip” — this is what we call
it when someone is feeling called to the missions field and
travels there for further clarification and insight. Although
we can’t list her name here, we’re sure she’d appreciate
prayer as she makes her final decisions in this regard.
Then, a few weeks later, we opened our home to Kristin
Epp, a college student from Grace University in Nebraska
who has been working short-term with TEAM in Spain for
the past six months. Kristin wisely took a few weeks at the
end of her time of service for travelling around Europe; glad
she chose to stop in Prague for a while!

Above: Kristin Epp, one of our recent house guests.

OVER 6 MONTHS IN!

VISAS, LANGUAGE PROGRESS, ETC.
Many of you have been praying over our visa renewal
process as our initial 6-months visas approached expiration;
well, the prayers were effective, as the whole process went
off without a hitch! Shortly after submitting all the
necessary paperwork, we received strong indicators that
our applications would be granted, and on Friday, June 6th
we successfully procured our official visa documents.

Above: Scott’s “Biometric Card”, which functions as our new visa
documentation. No more carrying our passports everywhere!

We also praise God for our progress with the Czech language! The second language intensive, which took place at
the end of May, was tremendously helpful in giving us that
final boost before the summer kicked into full gear. Since
then we’ve had a surprising amount of Czech conversation
and continued progress, increasing our fluency, comprehension, stamina, and other aspects. We’re also increasingly
able to talk about deeper things, like creative work or spiritual realities. With God’s help, may we continually make
the most of every opportunity to learn and witness!

CURRENT FOCAL VERSE
“He also said, “This is what the kingdom of God is like. A man scatters seed on the ground. Night and day, whether he sleeps or gets up,
the seed sprouts and grows, though he does not know how.
[Mark iv:26-27]
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